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Africa & The Indian Ocean: Where & When to Travel

Good time to travelBest time to travel

Okavango Delta high water Best game viewing Kruger

Talk to us Spring flowers

Great MigrationFull flow Victoria Falls

Whale viewing

The symbols below denote the best times to travel to see these natural spectacles
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Why travel to Africa & the Indian Ocean 
with African Pride?

Choosing a holiday to Africa may be the realisation of a lifelong 
dream, the chance to explore somewhere else on a bucket list 
or revisit somewhere that excites the senses. Whichever it is, 
we’re sure the experiences and memories that are unique to a 
holiday in Africa won't disappoint.

We  apply our extensive knowledge and enthusiasm to craft 
personalised itineraries to deliver the ideal holiday to Africa. 
Recommended for both the first-time visitor and the well-
seasoned traveller!

What are the benefits of travelling  
with African Pride?

Knowledge & experience.  We know Africa. We love to 
share our expertise and passion for Africa, Arabia & the  
Indian Ocean.

Personalised itineraries. We use our creativity to craft  
a holiday experience that suits perfectly. We provide detailed 
and informative travel documents on the whole itinerary.

Award winning.  For the quality of the product we offer  
and personalised service we deliver.

Quality & safety. We invest time and effort to ensure our 
properties live up to our quality and safety standards.

Comfort. Premium lounge access on return journeys is 
included (Cape Town & Johannesburg Airports only).

Trusted impartial advice. We are an independent 
company, who recommend travel experiences best suited  
for the individual's requirements.

When you need us. We operate a 24/7 helpline should  
the need arise.

Peace of mind. All your clients' travel arrangements are 
protected by our ATOL and ABTA membership.

Hear what our clients say…

“Well, still in a state of total joy actually – what a trip!”

"I must say we had a fabulous time! A fab trip which we both 
thoroughly enjoyed and would do again..."

“One word - fantastic! Thank you again for organising a trip  
of a lifetime.”

“Just to let you know that we had a wonderful holiday. Lovely 
hotels, excellent service, great rooms, and we shall have enduring 
memories of our proximity to so many animals. Thank you; 
everything worked perfectly.”

 

How we help the communities we  
work with:
We are all committed to supporting the local communities  
we work with.

From supporting local wildlife charities in the UK to wildlife 
and community charities in Africa, we are passionate about 
helping to make a difference.

How to contact African Pride:

Call: 01904 619428
Email: info@african-pride.co.uk
Web: www.african-pride.co.uk

FOR THE LATEST NEWS, UPDATES  
AND SAFARI TRAVEL FUN, FOLLOW US:

Facebook: @AfricanPrideUK
Instagram: africanprideuk
Linkedin: African Pride UK
Twitter: @AfricanPride_UK
Subscribe to our fortnightly e-newsletters at:  
marketing@african-pride.co.uk
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